GameSmithDesigns LLC is a Texas based young gaming company that is passionate about refreshing the gaming industry with enthralling games. The company brings out innovative gaming concepts with fresh logical stories that can dip gamers in the sheer gaming experience.

Features

As a gun-armed gamer, you will try to protect your tower from continually attacking Zombies (corpses which are revived by witchcraft) coming from four different directions.

You can switch to the defensive mode and use your best tower defense skills to slow down the Zombies to eradicate them before they take down the tower.

When you think there is no hope, you can reach into your explosives arsenal and unleash hell upon them.

You can use the zombies you kill as currency to unlock better weapons, and you can also purchase additional ammo, defensive items and air support as you attempt to survive as long as possible.
Blast Angle is an exciting game with truly immersing experience. Owing to its unique Environmental Physics Engine, it allows users to use their environment and key real-time elements such as fire, rain, acid and many more to take battle to the next level! Enjoy the ultimate game in your own environment with your own

Features

- Battle your way through 12 stunning levels featuring graphics that is enhanced with Apple’s new Retina Display technology!
- Enjoy a unique, red-hot soundtrack specially designed to get your heart racing and pulse pounding!
- Blast your enemy into oblivion using a full complement of highly engineered smart weapons!
- Full Game Center integration so you can play against your friends in live multi-player!

Available on iPhone
App Store

Available on iPad
App Store
Candy Grind & Timer is a creative and addictive puzzle crush casual game. Match the sweet identical candies in limited time (125 seconds), try to get the points. Come and join this delicious adventure and with your life target score right now!

Features

- A new flavor of Candy matching crush game, challenging and very sweet.
- Innovative new game: match all candies to collect the target score.
- Many of well-designed random play levels!
- Easy to learn, & challenging.
Bankers vs Humans is an iOS game, which allows Bankers and humans fight against between them. If you are angry at bankers, this is the place to take them down! Or if you are a banker and angry at the media n’ protestors, battle it out over the skies of Switzerland, Brazil, New York city and many more exotic destinations!

In this game you will take part in one of the most ridiculous plot lines ever and guess what... you can play as four characters, each with a unique story line; Fat Trader, Slick Banker, Hippie or Intellectual. Use strategy and reflexes along with high-power gadgets such as rocket launchers, helicopter drops, jet packs and many more items in order to get promoted! But watch out for many hindrances such as private jets, poison pills, SEC investigations, protestors and a lot more!

Your goal playing as a Human is to get promoted to President. As a Banker your aim is to get promoted to CEO asap! Once you do this you can show off your skills and how much money you have collected on Leader board or on www.bankersapp.com!
BonkZilla is a 3D effect side scrolling game where user has to complete various levels and worlds and defeat the bosses at the end of each world. The objective is to rescue the princess Zara from the evil Duggernot.

This game will be developed on iOS and Android platforms covering the following devices: iPhone4, 4S, iPhone5, iPhone6, iPhone 6Plus, iPad, iPad mini and Android mobiles, smartphones. The orientation of the game would be in landscape mode for each device.

There is no server involvement into that game hence no Webservices, database are required. All data has to be maintained inside the device itself and the game would be in English language only.
Blast through Space is an amazing alien game, which will have you hooked in amazing gaming experience. The stunning 3D graphics and burnished spaceships will gratify your eye. Challenging worlds will have you doing your best to not crash; continuing your mission of collecting coins and exploring the unknown.

Features

- Tap on screen in order to keep space ship flying
- Avoid crashing with broken satellites and flying meteors
- Fly as far as possible, trying to make or break a record
- Share your score on Facebook and earn free coins
- Collect as many coins possible in order to purchase 1 of 4 spaceship upgrades available
- In-App purchase available for coins and Ad removal.
Go Gaming: Two-dimensional game takes place in four areas in Saudi Arabia where the player starts the car ride Hilux

Features

- Move the car on the disbelievers.
- Ski outside the car.
- Increase the speed of the car to 1000 m for I Beware of Saher.

Available on the Android Market
Ahoy, mates! Help Pirate Gabriella find and collect all the treasures while avoiding obstacles such as whales, sharks, alligators, boats, waterspouts, icebergs, meteors, and more. See how far you can go! Collect gold, silver, and bronze coins, and rubies, emeralds, diamonds, and pearls. See how much you can earn. Get 50,000 points and earn a free ship. Download and start playing Pirate Gabriella’s Treasure Hunt, an endless runner game with endless fun!

Features

- Beautiful graphics and appealing scenery
- Many different obstacles
- Multiple pirate ships and treasures
- Infinite gaming experience
- No sign-up
- Play offline

Available on iPhone [App Store]
Available on iPad [App Store]
Features

- 2 game plays – Pre-schooler & Kindergarten
- Beautifully designed rich, colourful, entertaining and engaging graphics
- Underwater themed with animated marine animals and plants
- Interactive game play
- High quality professionally recorded audio featuring the famous Sharon Brogden (UK)
- Fun quirky background music
- Word repetition to encourage memory building
- Your child’s very own fish tank to house their marine animals and plants!
- Option for instructions to assist with game play
- Pre-Schooler & Kindergarten Word Lists
- Saved game play with reset function

Available on iPhone
App Store

Available on iPad
App Store
Titi is a kids game developed for Android platform with attractive visual elements. The game is centered on a cute baby called Titi.

**Features**

- Play 3 different games with Titi
- Kill bees, hit balls, destroy balloons before they harm Titi
- Make high scores
- Make Titi a family member with lots of fun and laughter

Available on the Android Market
There is no way Mr. Bee should be able to fly. His wings are too small to get his fat little body off the ground. Mr. Bee, of course, flies anyway because he doesn’t care what you think is impossible. Mr. Bee has been the awesome bee in the locality. Having won the “Dude of the year” consecutively for the last 3 years, he is all set off to explore new worlds and new seasons. Join Mr. Bee as he glides, slides through rocks and fire using parachutes and balloons. Beware of the birds and bee catchers as you complete the objective sets.
DogEaters Manga 1 is an exciting game that enthralles you. Mankind failed to transcend the Petroleum Age. The Die Off killed nine out of ten people worldwide. One hundred and seventy-five years later, civilization consists of scattered nomadic tribes, isolated casino-cities, and roving bands of predatory bandits. This is the world of the Black Dog Clan.

The Black Dog Clan's caravan is making its way down trade route towards Three Palms, a casino-city in the American Southwest, when it rolls into an ambush. Roaches have waylaid Bevan, a Northerner, and his burning vehicle has blocked the road. After a fierce firefight, Tracy persuades the chief, her father Lamont, to take Bevan with them.
Features

- The user gets the score according to the time taken and number of life line used to clear one level.
- Once you clear one level you will come across a question related to the seawater fish on giving correct answer you get one life line as bonus and on giving wrong answer, one lifeline is deducted from the next level.
- In fourth level you come across a star fish try to avoid it as it stuck the movement of the fish.
- As you move towards the higher level the number of enemy fishes increases so in order to play your game safely you get the safeguard which gives the power to escape from the enemy fish for 20 seconds.
- The safeguard is achieved by eating 5 Neon tetra fishes available in those levels. Every time the user fish eat those fishes it gets a safeguard across it.
- Once all the lifeline gets expired the user gets an option to reset the whole game or to reattempt the same level in order to unlock the next level of the game.
- The next level remains locked for the user till it has cleared the previous one.
- You can share your score with your Facebook friends and challenge them to beat your score!!
FuGenX Technologies LLC is the leading Mobile Application, Game and Web development Company with Offices in Bangalore, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Kolkata, Dubai, Riyadh, London, Jakarta, and Santa Clara. Our 200+ innovative and dedicated engineers are specialized into developing applications for iPhone, iPad, Android, BlackBerry, Windows and Web. We have developed many award winning and Top 10 downloaded Apps. If you are looking for the experts for your project need, contact us now and get a FREE quote.
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